We propose and numerically investigate a novel metallic semiconductor nanolaser for 1.55-μm wavelength range with Gaussian-shaped cavity structure. By introducing cylindrical facets and curved sidewalls, Gaussian-like resonant mode can be tightly confined in the center of the cavity with reduced electric field component perpendicular to the metallic sidewalls, yielding to significant reduction of plasmonic loss and improvement of Q factor and confinement factor. Three-dimensional finite-difference time-domain simulations are conducted and demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed nanolaser structure. As an example case with subwavelength cavity volume of 0.27λ 3 , the proposed structure can improve Q factor and confinement factor from 108 and 0.298 of conventional rectangular cavity to 164 and 0.539, respectively, resulting in a dramatic reduction of threshold current from 577 mA to 165 μA. In addition, the dependence of nanolaser properties on cavity geometry is also numerically investigated in this paper.
Introduction
Since the first metal-coated nanolaser in the world was experimentally demonstrated by Hill et al. in 2007 [1] , metallic semiconductor cavity lasers have been increasingly attractive to researchers for the advantages of ultra-small laser size, low energy consumption, and potential applications in photonic integrated circuits (PICs), on-chip optical interconnects and so on [2] - [6] . Among a variety of demonstrated metallic semiconductor nanolasers [1] , [6] - [14] , Fabry-Perot (FP) cavity structures, usually with a rectangular cross-section topology, take the advantages of flexible optimization of each dimension and ease of optical coupling to integrated waveguides for PICs and on-chip interconnects [15] - [17] . For stronger confinement of optical resonance inside small metallic cavities, transverse electric (TE) mode with higher effective refractive index is superior to transverse magnetic (TM) mode [7] . (Note that the TM mode defined in this paper is the same as the definition in conventional semiconductor waveguide lasers [18] , with electric field perpendicular to the substrate. This definition may be opposite to that used in plasmonics community, where the mode with the electric field perpendicular to the metal-dielectric interface is defined as the TM mode [7] .) However, the plasmonic loss at metallic sidewalls of TE mode increases rapidly when shrinking the cavity size, which is one of the main challenges to achieve lasing operation for potential applications [7] .
To reduce loss and improve the properties of metallic nanolasers, various strategies and techniques are investigated and demonstrated to date [19] - [26] . First of all, improvement of fabrication techniques is always of importance as the smooth mesa surface, straight sidewalls, and large grand size of the coated metal-clad can reduce loss significantly [19] - [21] . Besides, optimization of thermal properties of the metallic cavity can also improve nanolaser, which is demonstrated and reported in recent researches [22] , [23] . On the other hand, sophisticated design of metallic cavity shape and size, which optimizes the resonant mode with lower loss and higher Q factors and confinement factors, yields to an effective and independent way to improve nanolaser properties.
In our previous work, we have proposed a capsule-shaped metallic cavity structure for subwavelength semiconductor lasers by introducing cylindrical facets at both ends of a conventional rectangular cavity [24] . The design of two curved facets can push the field distribution of resonant mode into the center of the cavity, taking advantages of smaller metallic loss at sidewalls and higher Q factor. The effectiveness of the capsule-shaped cavity structure has been numerically and experimentally demonstrated [24] - [26] , and room-temperature lasing operation of the capsuleshaped laser at a wavelength of ∼1.55 μm with footprint of 1.6 μm by 1.0 μm was achieved in latest experiment [26] . To miniaturize the laser size into nanoscale further, capsule-shaped cavity structure suffers from higher loss to be compensated, which is numerically predicted in our previous report [24] . As well as the efforts of improving the fabrication techniques, elaborate design of cavity structure with reduced metallic loss is one of the promising ways and remains to be studied.
In this paper, we propose a novel Gaussian-shaped cavity structure for metallic semiconductor nanolasers at 1.55 μm wavelength range, by introducing both curved sidewalls and cylindrical facets to conventional rectangular metallic cavity. The two curved facets of Gaussian-shaped structure can confine the resonant mode tightly in the waist area. As a result, the electric field distribution at the metallic sidewalls is decreased effectively with reduction of plasmonic loss. Besides, the curved sidewalls of the proposed structure are designed with Gaussian-beam-like profile, which can reduce the component of resonant electric field perpendicular to the metallic sidewalls. As the surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) can only be stimulated by the mode with electric field perpendicular to the metal-dielectric interface [27] , the proposed structure can effectively reduce plasmonic loss further. We conduct three-dimensional (3D) finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations to numerically study and demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed structure. As an example case, for a nanoscale metallic cavity with total volume around 0.27λ 3 , the Q factor and confinement factor can be effectively improved from 108 and 0.298 (conventional rectangular cavity), and 140 and 0.446 (capsule-shaped cavity) to 164 and 0.539 by the proposed Gaussian-shaped cavity. Correspondingly, we estimate that the threshold current is significantly reduced from 577 mA and 1.015 mA to 165 μA by the proposed laser structure at 1.55 μm wavelength range. In addition, dependence of nanolaser properties on facet curvature and waist width of the proposed structure is also numerically investigated, indicating small fluctuations of laser properties within an optimal range of waist width about 100 nm. Taking advantages of significant improvement of properties and fabrication tolerance, the proposed Gaussian-shaped metallic cavity is one of promising nanolaser structures that can be widely used in applications such as PICs, on-chip optical interconnects and so on.
Schematic of Gaussian-Shaped Metallic Cavity Laser
The schematic of the proposed laser structure is shown in Fig. 1 . The epitaxial layer consists of a 500-nm-thick lower cladding layer of p-InP, a 300-nm-thick active layer of un-doped InGaAs, a 500-nm-thick upper cladding layer of n-InP and a 100-nm-thick contact layer of n-InGaAs, which is used for electrical pumping. To avoid short circuit, the semiconductor mesa is encapsulated by a 30-nm-thick insulator layer of SiO 2 . And then the whole structure is coated by a 100-nm-thick metallic clad of silver, as the n-side contact from the top.
The top view of the cavity structure is shown in Fig. 1 (b), with Gaussian-beam-like profile at sidewalls and cylindrical facets at both ends of the cavity. The waist radius of the semiconductor mesa is W 0 , and the width of curved sidewall varying with the cavity length is designed as a Gaussian beam profile, which can be written as [28] 
where y is the propagation length along cavity length direction (y-axis), Z R is Rayleigh length, the width of the semiconductor mesa at position y is 2W(y), and λ is set to be 1.55 μm. For each cylindrical facet at the end of cavity, the radius is designed as a modified curvature R of the Gaussian beam, which can be expressed as [28] 
where a is a positive factor with value close to 1 and can optimize the curvature of the curved facets, and the propagation distance y at each cavity end is L/2, half length of the cavity. Cavity Q factors of the proposed Gaussian-shaped metallic semiconductor lasers are numerically calculated by 3D full-wave FDTD simulations. The refractive indices of InP, active layer of InGaAs, top contact layer of n-InGaAs and SiO 2 are set to be 3.17, 3.53, 3.6 and 1.45 respectively, and the permittivity of silver is fitted by Drude-Lorentzian model to experimental values [29] . Uniform mesh size of 5 nm is used in the computation area, which guarantees good convergence and rapid calculation time in our simulations. Perfectly matched layers are used on the boundaries of the computation area to absorb the reflective waves.
From the electric field distribution of the resonant mode inside the cavity structure, we calculate the confinement factor by integrating the electric field intensity |E| 2 inside the active InGaAs layer, which is normalized by the total intensity. And the threshold gain required at the active layer for lasing can be derived as following [24] , [30] 
where is confinement factor of the normalized optical energy in active layer, v g is the group velocity in the active material, and τ p is the photon life time of the resonant mode that can be defined as Q/ω. By applying the conventional rate-equation theory on semiconductor lasers, the threshold current I th of the proposed laser can be estimated as following [24] , [30] 
N th = N tr exp g th g 0N (6) where q is the unit charge of an electron, V is the volume of the active layer, B and C are the bimolecular recombination coefficient and Auger recombination coefficient respectively, N th is the threshold carrier density, N tr is transparency carrier density, g 0N is an empirical coefficient, and the current injection efficiency η i is set to be 1 for simplicity in this work. To estimate the threshold current from Eqs. (5) and (6), we assume B = 1.0 × 10 −10 cm 3 /s, C = 4.15 × 10 −29 cm 6 /s, N tr = 1.1 × 10 18 cm −3 , and g 0N = 1000 cm −1 respectively. All the material parameters used here are derived from the reported parameters at room temperature for the bulk InGaAs crystal, latticematched to InP [18] , [31] , [32] .
Simulation Results and Discussions
We conduct 3D full-wave FDTD simulations to investigate the proposed Gaussian-shaped metallic cavity structures for 1.55 μm wavelength range. We first set the length L and waist radius W 0 of the semiconductor mesa shown in Fig. 1 to be 720 nm and 230 nm respectively, while the curved sidewalls and cylindrical facets of the cavity structure are defined by Gaussian beam profile written in Eqs. (1) (2) (3) . Here the modifying factor a in Eq. (3) is set to be 0.8, and the waist width W is two times of the waist radius W 0 that is defined in Eq. (1). Taking the geometrical parameters of the example case above, the wavelength of the resonant TE mode of the cavity is numerically calculated to be 1557 nm, and the total volume (including insulator layer and metallic clad) of the proposed cavity structure is calculated to be as small as 0.27λ 3 . As demonstrated both numerically and experimentally in previous works [24] , [26] , the TE mode, rather than TM mode, gets more improvement of Q factor by the curved-facets design. Besides, the TE mode takes advantages of stronger confinement of cavity mode and compatibility with other optical devices in PICs, thus we mainly investigate TE mode in this paper. The electric field intensity distributions of the resonant TE mode are shown in Fig. 2 . As the controls, the cases of conventional rectangular cavity and capsuleshaped cavity structures are also numerically calculated and plotted in Fig. 2 . The geometrical parameters of the both structures are elaborately selected so that the resonant wavelength and total cavity volume remain almost unchanged, compared with those of the Gaussian-shaped one. All the parameters of these three cavity structures are listed in Table 1 .
From Fig. (2) we can first understand the effectiveness of the proposed cavity structure intuitively. The left, middle and right columns in Fig. 2 are the electric field intensity distributions of the resonant mode of Gaussian-shaped cavity, capsule-shaped cavity and conventional rectangular cavity, respectively. For a rectangular cavity structure in Fig. 2(g-i) , the resonant TE mode has significant plasmonic field at the sidewalls, yielding to only small optical energy inside semiconductor layers. While our previous design of capsule-shaped cavity can push the resonant mode into the center of the structure and thus donates to a moderate amount of intensity inside the cavity, compared to that of the rectangular structure. However, strong metallic loss still occurs at sidewalls, especially in the vicinity of cylindrical facets, shown in Fig. 2(d) , since the standing-wave patterns near both cavity ends are not as concentrated in width dimension as those near cavity center. For the proposed Gaussian-shaped structure in Fig. 2(a-c) , the curved sidewalls and cylindrical facets can confine the mode tightly in the waist area with relatively divergent field distribution at both ends, and significantly reduce the optical-intensity overlap with metallic sidewalls. Besides, the curved The intensity distributions of conventional rectangular cavity in xy-, yz-and xz-planes crossing the center of the cavity respectively. All the geometrical parameters of the three cavities are listed in Table 1.   TABLE 1 Geometrical Parameters and Simulation Results of Conventional Rectangular, Capsule-Shaped and the Proposed Gaussian-Shaped Metallic Cavity Nanolasers sidewalls also decrease the component of electric field perpendicular to the metallic sidewalls.
Since the SPP can only be stimulated by the electric field perpendicular to the metal-dielectric interface [27] , the proposed Gaussian-shaped cavity structure can effectively reduce plasmonic intensity further. As a result, the proposed structure concentrates the resonant mode tightly in semiconductor layers of the cavity, with lowest metallic loss among the three cavities.
To better understand the superiority of the proposed Gaussian-shaped structure to previous capsule-shaped one, we investigate the electric field intensity profiles of resonant mode along cavity length and width in xy-plane, corresponding to the cases in Figs. 2(a) and (d) , respectively. The simulation results are plotted in Fig. 3. From Figs. 3(a) and (c) we can see that both the Gaussianshaped and capsule-shaped cavities form standing-wave-like intensity distributions along length direction, but the former one concentrates optical energy more tightly in the center of the cavity. Besides, Figs. 3(b) and (d) show that the intensity profiles in width direction are more confined in the center with much less plasmonic field at sidewalls by the Gaussian-shaped cavity, yielding to a significant reduction of metallic loss.
For quantatitive analysis of the three investigated cases in Fig. 2 , we calculate the Q factors by FDTD simulation, and then derive the confinement factors, threshold gain, and threshold current to estimate the properties of the proposed laser structure, listed in Table 1 . Note that the volume V in Table 1 is defined as the total volume of the metallic semiconductor cavity, including the insulator layer and metallic clad. To begin with, the Q factors of Gausian-shaped cavity is calculated to be 164, with improvement from 108 (rectangular cavity) and 140 (capsule-shaped cavity). The resonant TE mode in metallic semiconductor cavities has both plasmonic field component at metallic sidewalls and dielectric field component inside seminconductor layers. Eliminating plasmonic field and confining more optical energy inside active layer are two key ways to improve the cavity properties. Compared to conventional rectangular cavity, both capsule-shaped and Gaussian-shaped cavities have curved facets that can push the resonant mode into the center of the cavity with less field distribution at metallic sidewalls. So the plasmonic field is reduced and both cavities have higher Q factors than that of the rectangular one. Besides, the Gaussian-shaped cavity has curved profiles at sidewalls, which can reduce the electric field component perpendicular to metallic sidewalls in Fig. 4 . Q factor (blue curve) and confinement factor (red curve) of Gaussian-shaped metallic cavity (L = 720 nm, W 0 = 230 nm), as functions of the curvature R of each facet.
further. As a result, the Gaussian-shaped cavity can effectively decrease the plasmonic loss and achieves highest Q factor among the three structures. Consequently, the confinement factor , which is calculated by integrating the normalized optical energy inside the active layers, is also increased from 0.298 (rectangular cavity) and 0.446 (capsule-shaped cavity) to 0.539. Then, by a simple derivation in Eq. (4), the thredshold gain g th requried at the active material of the Gaussianshaped cavity is calculated to be 1610 cm −1 , indicating a 63.6% and 29.4% reduction of the values of rectangular cavity and capsule-shaped cavity, respectively. As it is predicted in Eqs. 5 and 6 that the threshold current I th is exponentially decreased with g th , the estimated I th of the proposed laser structure is significantly reduced from 577 mA (rectangular cavity) and 1.015 mA (capsule-shaped cavity) to 165 μA. It should be noted that the geometrical structure (for example, the curvature R) of the capsule-shaped cavity investigated in Table 1 has already been optimized according to our previous study [24] , but its performance is still inferior to that of the proposed structure in this paper. Thus, the proposed Gaussian-shaped metallic cavity structure can effectively improve the properties of nanolasers.
To study the dependence of nanolaser properties on the geometry of the proposed structure, we investigate a series of cavity structures with fixed length L = 720 nm and waist radius W 0 = 230 nm, but various curvature R from 0.7 R y to 1.1 R y , where R y is
as defined in Eq. (3). All the geometrical parameters are carefully selected so that the resonant modes of the cavities fall in 1500-1600 nm wavelength range. Fig. 4 shows the Q factor (blue curve) and confinement factor (red curve) varying with different curvature R at both cavity ends. As the L and W 0 are fixed, the varying R can modify the curvature of the facets and the profile at sidewalls, so that the optical confinement of the resonant mode inside the cavity changes. As a result, the confinement factor can be modified by the parameter R, and takes maximum value of 0.539 at R /R y = 0.8. While for smaller or larger values of R /R y , the cavity shows poorer optical confinement and lower Q factors of the resonant mode, as shown in Fig. 4 . Consistent with the confinement factor, the Q factor also exhibits similar trend and takes maximum value of 164 at R /R y = 0.8. Note that the optimal case of R /R y = 0.8 in Fig. 4 corresponds to the example investigated in Fig. 2(a-c) and case 3 in Table 1 .
Using the simulated Q factors and derived confinement factors in Fig. 4 , we further estimate the threshold gain g th and threshold current I th of cavities with different curvatures, which are plotted in Fig. 5 . Agreeing with the results in Fig. 4 , the threshold gain takes the minimum value of 1610 cm −1 at R /R y = 0.8, and is below 2000 cm −1 over the curvature range of R /R y from 0.75 to 0.95. As a result, the threshold current achieves lowest value of 165 μA with optimal curvature at R /R y = 0.8. It should be mentioned that nanoscale metallic semiconductor lasers can achieve low threshold current in spite of their moderate values of cavity Q factors, which can be ascribed to the ultra-small volume of the laser structure. Fig. 5 also shows that the threshold current increases dramatically when the curvature parameter R /R y is smaller than 0.75, as it exponentially increases with decreased Q factor and confinement factor. In this sense, elaborate design of nanolaser structure is of importance and a practical strategy to reduce the loss and threshold required for lasing operation.
At last, we investigate the influence of the waist radius of the proposed structure on the cavity performance. The cavity length L is fixed to 720 nm and the curvature R is chosen as R /R y = 0.8, the optimal case in Figs. 4 and 5. When modifying the waist radius W 0 of the cavity geometry, the confinement factor remains almost unchanged and shows a good robustness, which is shown in Fig. 6 . While the Q factor increases with wider W 0 and takes maximum at optimal waist radius of 0.23 um, and then shows a diminishing trend in gerneral, with a slight fluctuation around Q value of 160 in the range of W 0 from 0.21 to 0.27 μm. The robustness of confinement factor and Q factor gives rise to the corresponding dependence of threshold gain g th and threshold current I th on waist radius W 0 , shown in Fig. 7 . It indicates that a relatively low threshold level of 200 μA is numerically confirmed in the range of W 0 from 0.21 to 0.27 μm, allowing fabrication tolerance of waist raidus of the proposed Gaussian-shaped metallic cavity structure. Thus, the proposed structure is an effective strategy to improve nanolaser properties, which can be compatible with other techniques, such as optimizations of fabrication process [19] - [21] and thermal effect [22] , [23] , to improve nanolasers in further. In future work, by elaborate design of an optimal waveguide structure under the metallic cavity [15] - [17] , the light energy of the proposed structure can be efficiently coupled into waveguide for the applications in PICs. 
Conclusions
In conclusion, we have proposed and numerically studied a novel Gaussian-shaped metallic cavity structure with curved facets and sidewalls for semiconductor nanolasers. Since the electric field of the resonant mode is concentrated in the center of the cavity with small component perpendicular to the curved sidewalls, metallic loss can be reduced effectively. A variety of properties of the Gaussian-shaped metallic cavity structure, such as resonant mode distribution, confinement factor, cavity Q factor, threshold gain and threshold current, etc., are numerically investigated by 3D fullwave FDTD simulations, and optimal structure is achieved by modifying the geometrical parameters of the structure. By the proposed scheme, ultra-small threshold current of 165 μA is numerically achieved with a nanoscale laser size of 0.27λ 3 , demonstrating the effectiveness of the Gaussianshaped metallic cavity structure. Besides, our simulations also show that, for nanoscale cavity dimension, the threshold does not vary significantly when the waist radius of the cavity within optimal range, taking the advantage of allowing fabrication tolerance. The proposed structure can be one of promising strategies in realizing compact semiconductor nanolasers for applications in photonic integrated circuits, on-chip interconnects and so on.
